ANTARCTICA - OCEAN DIAMOND: CROSSING THE CIRCLE

TRIP CODE
ACQEFSG
DEPARTURE
18/12/2020, 18/12/2021
DURATION
23 Days
LOCATIONS

INTRODUCTION
LAST MINUTE SAVINGS & EARLY BIRDS: Book and Save up to 25% on selected
2019/2020 voyages and up to 15% on premium cabins on select 2020/21
voyages.

Antarctic Peninsula,
Falkland Islands, South
Georgia, Antarctic Circle

Embark on a once-in-a-lifetime adventure on this diverse expedition â youâll
experience the spectacular ﬂora and fauna of the Falkland Islands (Islas Malvinas) before
immersing yourself in the unique history and exquisite, rare wildlife of South Georgia.
Whether youâre visiting Antarctic research stations, witnessing a sudden minke whale
breach from your Zodiac, sharing a magical moment with king penguins, or celebrating
crossing the Antarctic Circle with like-minded travelers and crew, youâll know this
experience will live on in you forever.

ITINERARY
DAY 1: Arrive in Ushuaia, Argentina
Your gateway for this expedition is Ushuaia,
Argentina. Nestled within the Tierra del Fuego
archipelago, Ushuaia has a small-town feel yet
boasts many shops, museums, cafés and
restaurants that you can enjoy before your
voyage. If you’re feeling adventurous, the nearby
national park and Martial Glacier oﬀer plenty of
outdoor activities, such as hiking.
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DAY 2: Embarkation Day
As you embark, the anticipation grows. Trade your
land legs for sea legs, meet and greet your fellow
travelers and get acquainted with your ship. Since
every Antarctic adventure presents new
opportunities and experiences, embarkation day is
just as exciting for your Expedition Team as it is
for you. On board to ensure your comfort and
safety, your team will also help make your wildlife
dreams come true.

TRIP CODE
ACQEFSG
DEPARTURE
18/12/2020, 18/12/2021
DURATION
23 Days

DAY 3: At Sea
Your days at sea are ﬁlled with presentations and
lectures led by your Expedition Team, who will
prepare you for the wildlife that will greet you
upon your arrival. In between presentations,
spend time chatting with your shipmates over a
drink at the bar, or enjoy the fresh air and views
on the outer decks.

LOCATIONS
Antarctic Peninsula,
Falkland Islands, South
Georgia, Antarctic Circle

DAY 4: Falkland Islands (Islas Malvinas) - Day 4 &
5
Upon your arrival in the Falklands (Malvinas), your
camera will get its ﬁrst real workout capturing the
abundant wildlife and rugged feel of this subAntarctic region. The archipelago contains two
main islands, East Falkland and West Falkland,
which you will explore during daily Zodiac
excursions and landings. Stanley, also known as
Port Stanley, is often a favored landing site, as the
town oﬀers a unique British outpost feel, complete
with eclectic charm. You’ll be free to explore, grab
a pint at the local pub or visit numerous churches
and museums. The Archipelago is rich in wildlife,
especially birds, and home to Magellanic, gentoo
and southern rockhopper penguins. If you’re lucky,
you may even spot king penguins here as well!
You can expect to see black-browed albatross,
plus two endemic bird species—the ﬂightless
Falkland steamer duck and possibly the elusive
Cobb’s wren. Your team of lecturers and
specialists will be sure to educate you on the local
ﬂora and fauna, making the most out of your time
in the Falklands.
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DAY 6: At Sea - Day 6 & 7
Sailing southeast to South Georgia, you’ll oﬃcially
enter Antarctic waters once you cross the
Antarctic Convergence, an invisible biological
boundary encircling the continent. This meeting of
oceans, where the cold Antarctic waters mix and
mingle with the warmer waters of the Indian,
Paciﬁc and Atlantic Oceans, helps create the
abundance of krill that attracts whales and seals
to this part of the world. Your Expedition Team will
notify you when you cross this invisible yet
important line, and also look out for the seabirds
and marine life that frequent the area.
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DAY 8: South Georgia - Day 8 to 11
This remote, mountainous island was a popular
stop for many historic Antarctic expeditions and
was once a haven for hunting whales and seals.
Today, island wildlife populations are rebounding,
but you’ll still see remnants of old whaling stations
and other abandoned outposts. One signiﬁcant
and historic site is the grave of the great explorer
Sir Ernest Shackleton. You can visit his grave at
the settlement of Grytviken, which is also home to
an old whaling station, plus a museum, gift shop,
church and small research station. Although South
Georgia’s history is an important attraction to the
island, it is the tremendous abundance of wildlife
that you and your shipmates will surely ﬁnd most
captivating. Each landing you make on South
Georgia, often referred to as the Galapagos of the
Poles, will open your eyes to the wondrous lives of
new, enthralling creatures. One day you may see
rookeries with hundreds of thousands of pairs of
king penguins waddling on a beach, and the next,
you may visit another beach blanketed with
thousands of fur or elephant seals. The grasses,
mountains and beaches of South Georgia all play
an important role in the breeding and survival of
diﬀerent species on the island. This fragile and
interwoven relationship is something your
Expedition Team will explain to you during your
time here.
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DAY 12: At Sea - Day 12 & 13
Say goodbye to the king penguins, as your next
destination is Antarctica! Your days at sea are
ﬁlled with presentations, lectures and workshops
led by your Expedition Team, who will prepare you
for the wildlife that will greet you upon your
arrival.
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DAY 14: South Shetlands & Antarctica - Day 14 to
16

23 Days

The experience is hard to put into words, but the
most common reaction upon reaching the White
Continent is a sense of reverence and awe. You
will discover that Antarctica is a land of extremes:
at one moment you’ll be overcome with a feeling
of complete silence and solitude; the next, you’ll
be laughing at the comical antics of a curious
penguin. Zodiac cruising, visits to historical sites
and, of course, communing with seals and
penguins are sure to keep you smiling every day.
Perhaps you’ll catch sight of the fearless penguin
eater, the leopard seal, or maybe you’ll come eye
to eye with a Antarctic minke whale while you are
cruising in a Zodiac. Each day and each excursion
will present a new collection of creatures to
delight you and keep your camera busy. If you ﬁnd
yourself wanting more, treat yourself to an
optional kayaking adventure (reserve in advance
when booking your trip) or a plunge into Antarctic
waters!

LOCATIONS
Antarctic Peninsula,
Falkland Islands, South
Georgia, Antarctic Circle

DAY 17: Antarctic Circle - Day 17 & 18
Crossing the Antarctic Circle is an impressive
achievement, as few expeditions reach so far
south. If conditions allow us to cross this famed
line at 66°33´ S, we’ll toast the ﬁrst explorers who
ventured here, and you can raise a glass and take
pride in knowing you’ve made it to a part of the
world visited by very few people. This is raw
Antarctica, home of the midnight sun and fantastic
iceberg sightings.
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DAY 19: Northbound Along the Peninsula - Day 19
& 20
If you haven’t had your ﬁll of Antarctic wildlife and
icebergs by now, you’ll surely be satisﬁed by the
time you return to the Drake Passage. You will
continue to make excursions by Zodiac as you
travel north along the western Antarctic Peninsula.
Your Expedition Team will always be on the
lookout for species of seabirds, seals and whales
that may have eluded you on your journey south.

DAY 21: Crossing the Drake Passage - Day 21 & 22
After more than three weeks of unique wildlife
encounters and remarkable landscapes, your
journey home begins. Crossing the Drake is your
unoﬃcial rite of passage, putting a ﬁnal stamp of
approval on your Antarctic adventure.
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DAY 23: Disembarkation in Ushuaia
After breakfast aboard the ship, it is time to part
ways and say goodbye to your Expedition Team.
Airport transfers will be provided for those
departing on the ﬁrst homeward ﬂights. Other
guests will be transferred to town.

INCLUSIONS & DETAILS
Accommodation

Standard
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All on-board accommodation
All meals throughout voyage
One night Pre-voyage night in Ushuaia with breakfast
All shore landings and excursions by Zodiac
Leadership guides and lectures by expedition team
Photographic journal on DVD, documenting the voyage
Complimentary rubber boots during voyage
Comprehensive Pre-departure materials
Miscellaneous service taxes and port charges throughout
the program
All luggage handling on-board ship
Group transfer upon disembarkation in Ushuaia to airport
Exclusions
Any airfare unless otherwise speciﬁed in itinerary
Government arrival/departure taxes
Any meals ashore (unless speciﬁed)
Excess baggage charges
Personal expenses (such as laundry and
telecommunications)
Gratuities for staﬀ/crew
Optional activities not mentioned in itinerary

Inclusions

Diﬃculty Rating

2 (Light adventure)

Single Surcharge

Available upon request

Notes

Contact us for more details

Price Dependent upon

Season and availability
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SUSTAINABILITY
GUIDANCE FOR VISITORS TO THE ANTARCTIC
RECOMMENDATION XVIII-1, ADOPTED AT THE ANTARCTIC TREATY MEETING, KYOTO, 1994
Activities in the Antarctic are governed by the Antarctic Treaty of 1959 and associated
agreements, referred to collectively as the Antarctic Treaty System. The Treaty
established Antarctica as a zone of peace and science.
In 1991, the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties adopted the Protocol on Environmental
Protection to the Antarctic Treaty, which designates the Antarctic as a natural reserve.
The Protocol sets out environmental principles, procedures and obligations for the
comprehensive protection of the Antarctic environment, and its dependent and
associated ecosystems. The Consultative Parties have agreed that as far as possible and
in accordance with their legal system, the provisions of the Protocol should be applied as
appropriate. The Environmental Protocol was ratiﬁed in January 1998.
The Environmental Protocol applies to tourism and non-governmental activities, as well as
governmental activities in the Antarctic Treaty Area. It is intended to ensure that these
activities, do not have adverse impacts on the Antarctic environment, or on its scientiﬁc
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and aesthetic values.
This Guidance for Visitors to the Antarctic is intended to ensure that all visitors are aware
of, and are therefore able to comply with, the Treaty and the Protocol. Visitors are, of
course, bound by national laws and regulations applicable to activities in the Antarctic.

TRIP CODE
ACQEFSG
DEPARTURE

PROTECT ANTARCTIC WILDLIFE
Taking or harmful interference with Antarctic wildlife is prohibited except in accordance
with a permit issued by a national authority.
Do not use aircraft, vessels, small boats, or other means of transport in ways that disturb
wildlife, either at sea or on land.
Do not feed, touch, or handle birds or seals, or approach or photograph them in ways that
cause them to alter their behavior. Special care is needed when animals are breeding or
molting.
Do not damage plants, for example by walking, driving, or landing on extensive moss
beds or lichen-covered scree slopes.
Do not use guns or explosives. Keep noise to the minimum to avoid frightening wildlife.
Do not bring non-native plants or animals into the Antarctic, such as live poultry, pet dogs
and cats, or house plants.

18/12/2020, 18/12/2021
DURATION
23 Days
LOCATIONS
Antarctic Peninsula,
Falkland Islands, South
Georgia, Antarctic Circle

RESPECT PROTECTED AREAS
A variety of areas in the Antarctic have been aﬀorded special protection because of their
particular ecological, scientiﬁc, historic, or other values. Entry into certain areas may be
prohibited except in accordance with a permit issued by an appropriate national
authority.
Activities in and near designated Historic Sites and Monuments and certain other areas
may be subject to special restrictions.
Know the locations of areas that have been aﬀorded special protection and any
restrictions regarding entry and activities that can be carried out in and near them.
Observe applicable restrictions.
Do not damage, remove, or destroy Historic Sites or Monuments or any artifacts
associated with them.
RESPECT SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
Do not interfere with scientiﬁc research, facilities or equipment.
Obtain permission before visiting Antarctic science and support facilities; reconﬁrm
arrangements 24-72 hours before arrival; and comply with the rules regarding such visits.
Do not interfere with, or remove, scientiﬁc equipment or marker posts, and do not disturb
experimental study sites, ﬁeld camps, or supplies.
BE SAFE
Be prepared for severe and changeable weather and ensure that your equipment and
clothing meet Antarctic standards. Remember that the Antarctic environment is
inhospitable, unpredictable, and potentially dangerous.
Know your capabilities and the dangers posed by the Antarctic environment, and act
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accordingly. Plan activities with safety in mind at all times.
Keep a safe distance from all wildlife, both on land and at sea.
Take note of, and act on, the advice and instructions from your leaders; do not stray from
your group.
Do not walk onto glaciers or large snow ﬁelds without the proper equipment and
experience; there is a real danger of falling into hidden crevasses.
Do not expect a rescue service. Self-suﬃciency is increased and risks reduced by sound
planning, quality equipment, and trained personnel.
Do not enter emergency refuges (except in emergencies). If you use equipment or food
from a refuge, inform the nearest research station or national authority once the
emergency is over.
Respect any smoking restrictions, particularly around buildings, and take great care to
safeguard against the danger of ﬁre. This is a real hazard in the dry environment of
Antarctica.
KEEP ANTARCTICA PRISTINE
Antarctica remains relatively pristine, the largest wilderness area on Earth. It has not yet
been subjected to large-scale human perturbations. Please keep it that way.
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Do not dispose of litter or garbage on land. Open burning is prohibited.
Do not disturb or pollute lakes or streams. Any materials discarded at sea must be
disposed of properly.
Do not paint or engrave names or graﬃti on rocks or buildings.
Do not collect or take away biological or geological specimens or man-made artifacts as a
souvenir, including rocks, bones, eggs, fossils, and parts or contents of buildings.
Do not deface or vandalize buildings or emergency refuges, whether occupied,
abandoned, or unoccupied.
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